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Abstract 

A reliable end packet delivery is always one of the prime requirements of a user as well as network. When the data is transferred 
over the network; then any kind of active or passive attack over the network can make packet loss. In addition, heavy traffic over 
any network gives the problems like congestion, degradation in throughput. The architecture of the network can further add to the 
complexity.  In this paper, a network architecture based on ring topology is considered; which usually have problems of reliable 
data transmission as the fault occurs over the network. For this purpose, an approach based on the recovery path is employed for 
data transmission. This recovery path uses the bandwidth sharing or inclusion of extra hardware to define the path. The system is 
simulated in Matlab and is found to give an efficient and reliable transmission. It is found that the re-routing through alternative 
route (RAR) approach provides a better approach to re-route the packets through alternate direction in the event of fault and also 
decreases significantly the packet delay.  
 
Index Terms: Ring networks, re-routing, network delay and topology. 

 

1. Introduction 

Generally, all networks usually involve a similar basic principle of sending, sharing, passing and/or 
bypassing information within a number of computer stations (nodes) and a master computer (server) [1-7]. The 
nodes and servers are connected in a fashion called as topologies. Typical examples include: a bus with or without a 
backbone, a star network, a ring network, which can be redundant and/or self-healing, or a combination of these. 
Each topology has its strengths and weaknesses, and some of these network types work better for one application 
while another application would use a different network type. Large size local, metropolitan, or wide area networks 
generally use a combination of the above topologies [8-12]. Typical example of network applications include: 
LANs, MANs, WANs, intra-building and inter-building communications, broadcast distribution, intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS), telecommunications, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) networks.  
Figure 1 illustrates a typical example of the interconnection between some of these types of networks. 
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Fig - 1: Interconnections between different network types [4-5]. 

 
This paper is focused on ring networks (e.g. for passive optical networks (PONs)). Ring networks, as shown in 
Figure 2, operate like bus networks with the exception of the terminating node. In this configuration, the nodes in 
the ring link to a main communication cable. The network receives information via “token” containing information 
requested by one or more nodes/users on the network. The token passes around the ring until the requesting nodes(s) 
have received the data. The token comprises of a packet of information that serves as an address for the node that 
requested the information. The recipient node then “empties” the token, which continues to travel the ring until other 
nodes requests information to be put into the token. 
 

 
Fig - 2: Token ring network topology [4-5]. 

 
Figure 3 shows an advanced version of the ring network that uses two communication cables sending information in 
both directions. This is also known counter-rotating ring, as it  create a fault tolerant network redirecting 
transmission in the other direction in situations a node on the network detect a disruption. This network comprises of 
a fiber optic transceiver, a controlling unit set as “master” node; along with several nodes that have been set as 
“remote” units. The first remote data transceiver receives the message/data from the master unit; and retransmits it 
to the next remote unit as well as back to the master unit. Any interruption in the signal line on the first ring is 
bypassed via the second ring, allowing the network to maintain integrity.  
 

 
Fig - 3: Self-healing ring topology [4]. 
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A reliable end packet delivery is the basic requirement of both a user and network. When the data is transferred over 
the network, there are many major causes that can result in packet loss, such as congestion over the network. 
Because of these hindrances, there is requirement of an approach that can reduce the packet loss and return reliable 
data transmission over the network. Therefore, the research reported in this paper is focused on providing a solution 
to the same problem by re-routing the packets to alternative route (RAR) in case of fault occurrence. This is 
discussed below.  
 
 
2. System Model 

The RAR algorithm, mentioned above, is a two-lane system defined for the network communication. It is based on 
utilizing the bandwidth in a manner to provide two paths in ring network; whereas one path is kept as the backup 
path. If any failure occurs, then this path is used as the alternative path. This will help providing a better solution for 
re-routing messages, in situation of occurrence of faults/congestion. The properties of a RAR based network system 
are: 
• RAR based system is a 2 lane system. 
• Each channel can send or receive data. 
• Both channels are independent to each other for communication purposes. 
• Second channel is defined as the backup channel. 
• The main communication will be performed using first channel. 
• As soon as the packet loss is detected by the save point; channel 2 will be selected for the data communication. 
• Same save point will control the both channels. 
• If the packet loss occurs in second channel, then it will choose the traditional approach to move in opposite 

direction and perform the communication. 
 

This approach is expected to give a better reliable communication over the ring network than the traditional 
approach. It is because in the traditional methodology, the packet loss is detected in network by the last save point, 
where the information is lost. This save point then regenerates the packet and sends it in the opposite direction. 
However, the main drawback of this approach is the complexity of complete re-routing process in worst case. It 
means if the data is lost near to the destination node, then the save point will perform the communication from 
reverse direction, i.e., the packet needs to travel the complete cycle again. This will increase the delay time. 
 
 
3. Implementation 

The proposed algorithm is implemented using Matlab. The parameters for the simulated ring network are detailed in 
Table 1.  

Table 1: Parameters of the designed ring network. 
 

Parameter Value 

Number of nodes 10 

Topography dimension 750 m x 750 m 
Traffic type Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 

Topology Ring Topology 

Packet size 512 bytes 

Transmission speed 25 Mbps 

No. of check points 10 

Position Middle of 2 ring nodes 
 
The number of nodes (N) taken is 10. All of these nodes are identical and placed at equal distance in a ring structure. 
To monitor traffic through these nodes and to track the network fault; save points are placed over the path of ring, as 
shown in Figure 4. These save points contains information about the neighboring nodes. In the proposed RAR 
approach, same number of save points is used, and is placed at equal distance from each node. It is to be noted that 
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the save points are also known check points; so these can be used interchangeably. These save points are designed to 
save information of the communication passes from that node.  The simulated network is shown in Figure 4, in 
which the black circle shows the nodes and the circle placed at the center is the main centralized controller of the 
network. The network physical dimensions are 750m by 750m.  

 
Fig - 4: Layout of the designed network showing nodes, controller nodes and save points.  

The area of the network is 750m x 750m.  
 

When the communication begins, a source and receiver node is selected dynamically; i.e., any node can start 
communication. This is done by taking any node randomly as the destination node. A typical example is shown in 
Figure 5 below. 

  
Fig - 5: Example of data transmission between any random transmission and destination nodes.  

 
In Figure 5, both source and destination will be decided with the random behavior. While transferring the data 
packet between these nodes, the information is recorded at each save point.  An arrival of packets to a save point 
means a reliable and accurate communication till that point.  If no fault occurs, the data will be transferred 
uninterruptedly. As soon as any fault occurs, the fault is detected by the previous save point and it will find the 
alternative path to transmit data over the network. For this purpose, the RAR algorithm is used in this paper, which 
involves dividing the complete bandwidth in two parts: one for the normal communication and other for the 
recovery option. As soon as any fault occurs, the data will be transferred through this recovery path. This approach 
is expected to give better results for reducing the packet delay.   
 
 
4. Results & Discussion 
 
The packet loss can happen at any time and any place (node); and it usually happens because of link failure or a 
broken link, channel internal interferences and/or external attack. Therefore, in the designed network architecture 
shown in Figure 4, the position of packet drop is defined dynamically and randomly. This means that the data can be 
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lost at any position over the network. Figure 6 shows some typical examples of simulated data loss happening at 
random positions during communication over the network. Because of this, the communication usually stops over 
the network. This will result in delay in delivering messages (packets).  
 
In traditional approaches, whenever the fault occurs, the communication starts in opposite direction for delivery of 
packet to the destination node. For example, consider    Figure 7, in which fault occurred nearby node 5. The 
destination node is 6. So in traditional approach, the save point near node 5 will detect fault and re-route packets in 
the opposite direction as shown in               Figure 7. However, this opposite direction path is very long and can lead 
to take a long time before the packets will be delivered to destination. Therefore, a new RAR algorithm is proposed 
in this paper. The recovery action performed by RAR algorithm for the same fault and in same conditions is shown 
in Figure 8. In Figure 8, the save point near the fault position re-route the packets to alternate channel, allocated in 
the RAR algorithm. It is clear that this path is very small compared to traditional approach shown in Figure 7. This 
is very beneficial as it will lead to quick delivery of packets to destination. 
 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig - 6: Examples of occurrences of fault at random location in the designed network. The fault is indicated by 
cross. 

 
 
 

Fig - 7: A typical example of fault recovery in existing 
method. 

Fig - 8: A typical example of fault recovery in RAR 
method. 
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A comparison of packet delay occurred for successful delivery, using the traditional and proposed approach is 
shown in Table 2 and is compared in Figure 9. It is clear from Figure 9 that the proposed RAR algorithm has 
significantly reduced the packet delay time taken by the network in case of fault recovery. 
 
 

Table 2: Packet delay (traditional vs. proposed RAR algorithm). 
Fault Position 

(Randomly 
Selected  Node) 

Traditional Proposed 
RAR 

Algorithm 
5 11.21 6.25 

6 13.23 6.31 

7 15.37 6.39 

8 17.29 6.53 

 
Fig - 9: Comparison of time delay spent by packet in traditional and proposed RAR algorithm. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
 This paper discusses the potential of using a RAR algorithm for re-routing packets to alternative path in 
ring networks, in the event of congestion or failure. In the RAR approach, two channels are used, with each channel 
can send or receive data. Also, both channels are independent to each other for communication purposes. A 
quantitative analysis of RAR algorithm to reduce packet loss in networks is performed. For this purpose, a ring 
network is designed in which the number of save points taken is same to the number of nodes. It is found that the 
RAR approach provides a better approach to re-route the packets through alternate direction in the event of fault and 
as it also decreases significantly the packet delay.  
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